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NEW QUESTION: 1
A. Option A
B. Option D
C. Option C
D. Option B
Answer: B
Explanation:
Explanation
For access to any AWS service, the ideal approach for any
application is to use Roles. This is the first preference.
Hence option A and C are wrong.
For more information on 1AM policies please refer to the below
link:

http://docs.aws.a
mazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/access_pol icies.html
Next for any web application, you need to use web identity
federation. Hence option D is the right option. This along with
the usage of roles is highly stressed in the AWS documentation.
"When you write such an app, you'll make requests to AWS
services that must be signed with an AWS access key. However,
we strongly recommend that you do not embed or distribute
long-term AWS credentials with apps that a user downloads to a
device, even in an encrypted store. Instead, build your app so
that it requests temporary AWS security credentials dynamically
when needed using web identity federation. The supplied
temporary credentials map to an AWS role that has only the
permissions needed to perform the tasks required by the mobile
app".
For more information on web identity federation please refer to
the below link:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/IAM/latest/UserGuide/id_roles_provid
ers_oidc.html

NEW QUESTION: 2
Click the Exhibit button.
Consider a company's dialing plan shown in the exhibit and an
example for its requirements:
A station user at the company, with Location Code 221, placed
an ESN call, dialing 7-2212581. This would be an On-Net call
and the NARS programming must remove the LOC code and dial the
DN internally.
What programming would remove the location code for a call
dialed within the originating Communication Server 1000 to a DN
on that same Communication Server 1000?
A. Each site would have the Location Codes for all sites
programmed as Home Location Codes (HLOC) in Translation Table
#1 of their CS 1000.
B. The location codes for each site would be programmed under
the LOC programming in Translation Table #2 at all locations.
C. Each site would have its own Location Code programmed as a
Home Location Code (HLOC) under Translation Table #1 in their
CS 1000.
D. Home NPA Codes (HNPA) for each site would be programmed
under Translation Table #1 at each location in their CS 1000.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which two parameters can be indicated in the Cisco WCS v7.0
link color status between two mesh access points? (Choose two.)
A. hello keepalive packet status
B. packet error status

C. RSSI
D. SNR
E. PER
Answer: D,E

NEW QUESTION: 4
Use ___________ to get more visibility into the health of your
AWS Elastic Beanstalk application and take appropriate actions
in case of hardware failure or performance degradation.
A. Amazon CloudWatch
B. Amazon Load balancing
C. Amazon EC2 log files
D. Amazon Elastic Beanstalk command line
Answer: A
Explanation:
In AWS Elastic Beanstalk, you can use Amazon CloudWatch to get
more visibility into the health of your AWS Elastic Beanstalk
application and take appropriate actions in case of hardware
failure or performance degradation.
Reference:
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/concepts.
concepts.design.html
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